Finding Full Articles online
From the library homepage: (research.udmercy.edu)

Click on Articles,
Journals + Databases
tab from the library
homepage.

Type or cut and paste the JOURNAL title
(NOT the title of your article) into the search
box and click the Search button.
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Troubleshooting:


Spelling counts … the system does not correct for spelling errors, so if you get “0” results,
check your spelling.



Titles with an Ampersand (&): if you get “Sorry this search returned no results” and the
journal title has an ampersand (&), remove the “&” and type out the word “and” instead.



Search defaults to Title Begins With. If you get “0” results, try changing the drop menu to
Title Contains.

Deciphering the Results:
Sample journal entry:

“Embargo: 3 months” means
that articles published in the
last 3 months are not yet
available electronically.

UDM has access to Emergency Nurse through 7 databases. Most run from 2003 to the present
with a 3 month embargo… Health Source: Nursing/Academic runs from 2002 to present. Choose a
database that includes the year your article was published.

Getting the Article:
1. Click the year your article was published (the listing of years may be located on the left
side of the webpage, within a drop-down menu, or on the right side of the page)
2. If the years are not listed, look for a link that says “Archives” or “Past Issues”
3. Click the link for the volume and issue number.
4. The articles are usually listed in page number order. Scroll through the results for the page
number or simply look for the title of the article.
5. A pdf icon or html link will be underneath the reference.
6. Click the link for the full article.
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Example: (Not all journal sites will look like this but the steps are the same. Follow the same
directions listed above).
Once you click a database link (eg. Academic OneFile, Nursing & Allied Health Collection,
ScienceDirect, etc.), the publisher’s webpage will appear.

Choose the year in
which your article
was published.

Then click the link for the volume
and issue number for the article
(see Anatomy of a Citation handout
if needed)
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The HTML and / or pdf icon are located under the article titles. Click to open the full text.
Check your citation (reference) for year, volume number, issue number, and page numbers; it
contains all of this information. For assistance deciphering a citation see the “Anatomy of a
Citation” hand-out.

Alternatively: you can also search for the journal title through the UDM Nursing
Library Guide: (http://libguides.udmercy.edu/nursing)

Click Find Articles
tab
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Type or copy and paste the JOURNAL title into
the UDM Full Text Journals A-to-Z search box.

Then, follow the same 5 step process listed above under “Getting the Article”.
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